
 

CPSC 217: Introduction to Computer Science for 
Multidisciplinary Studies I 
Assignment 2: Constellations 

Weight: 7% 

Collaboration 

Discussing the assignment requirements with others is a reasonable thing to do, and an 
excellent way to learn. However, the work you hand-in must ultimately be your work. This is 
essential for you to benefit from the learning experience, and for the instructors and TAs to 
grade you fairly. Handing in work that is not your original work, but is represented as such, is 
plagiarism and academic misconduct. Penalties for academic misconduct are outlined in the 
university calendar. 

Here are some tips to avoid plagiarism in your programming assignments. 

1. Cite all sources of code that you hand-in that are not your original work. You can put the citation into 
comments in your program. For example, if you find and use code found on a web site, include a comment 
that says, for example: 

# the following code is from 
https://www.quackit.com/python/tutorial/python_hello_world.cfm. 

Use the complete URL so that the marker can check the source. 

2. Citing sources avoids accusations of plagiarism and penalties for academic misconduct. However, you may still 
get a low grade if you submit code that is not primarily developed by yourself. Cited material should never 
be used to complete core assignment specifications. You can and should verify and code you are concerned 
with your instructor/TA before submit. 

3. Discuss and share ideas with other programmers as much as you like, but make sure that when you write your 
code that it is your own. A good rule of thumb is to wait 20 minutes after talking with somebody before 
writing your code. If you exchange code with another student, write code while discussing it with a fellow 
student, or copy code from another person’s screen, then this code is not yours. 

4. Collaborative coding is strictly prohibited. Your assignment submission must be strictly your code. Discussing 
anything beyond assignment requirements and ideas is a strictly forbidden form of collaboration. This includes 
sharing code, discussing code itself, or modelling code after another student's algorithm. You can not use 
(even with citation) another student’s code. 

5. Making your code available, even passively, for others to copy, or potentially copy, is also plagiarism. 
6. We will be looking for plagiarism in all code submissions, possibly using automated software designed for the 

task. For example, see Measures of Software Similarity (MOSS - https://theory.stanford.edu/~aiken/moss/). 
7. Remember, if you are having trouble with an assignment, it is always better to go to your TA and/or instructor 

to get help than it is to plagiarize. A common penalty is an F on a plagiarized assignment. 

Late Penalty 

Late assignments will not be accepted. 



 

Goal 

Writing a program with conditionals and decisions that draws stars and constellations. 

Technology 

Python 3, SimpleGraphics.py 

Submission Instructions 

This assignment consists of one part as an individual. This part requires you to write a 
computer program using Python. Use the Assignment 2 drop box in D2L for the electronic 
submission. You can submit multiple times over the top of a previous submission. Do not wait 
until the last minute to attempt to submit. You are responsible if you attempt this and time 
runs out. Your assignment must be completed in Python 3 and be executable with Python 
version 3.10.6+. For graphical drawing you must use the SimpleGraphics.py library. Do not 
import any additional libraries to complete assignment without instructor approval. (the math 
library is allowed for example) 

Description 

In this assignment you will create a program that plots constellations entered by the user. 
Before you begin drawing stars you need to setup the drawing window.  

Part 1: Overview of Program functionality 

The program should loop getting an integer pixel size for the square drawing window 
dimensions until the user enters a size >= 600. This size should be used to resize(WIDTH, 
HEIGHT) the SimpleGraphics window to have a drawing area of size with a border of 25 pixels 
around the outside (this resize() function was used in shapes_test.py). This means the total 
drawing area size will be equal to (size + (25 * 2)). The background of the window should be 
“black”. 

Example: 

Next, your program should collect “Y” or “N” value from the user to indicate if the axes 
(consisting of an x-axis, y-axis, and circular horizon should be drawn). “Y” for yes to draw it and 
“N” for no to skip drawing it. The program should not let the user continue until either “Y” or 
“N” is entered. 

Example: 

This program draws constellations based on user-driven input. 
Choose an integer pixel size >= 600 for the constellation output:1 
Choose an integer pixel size >= 600 for the constellation output:599 
Choose an integer pixel size >= 600 for the constellation output:600 
…program continues 



 

Below is an example when the left if the axis is drawn and on the right is without the axis 
drawn. The axis should be drawn in “white” as a color. Each of the x-axis or y-axis should range 
from negative 1 to positive 1 and have labels and tick marks at each 0.1 step size. You will 
notice that I chose to drop the origin and 1/-1 tick labels as they would overlap in the center 
and with the outer circle. You should do the same. 

Regardless of whether the user chooses to draw the axis you should always draw the cardinal 
directions of N/E/S/W for North/East/South/West outside the top/right/bottom/left sides of 
the charting area. The N/E/S/W appear in the 25 pixel border of the window. The charting area 
between 1 and -1 on an axis should be equal to the size originally entered by the user. 

       

Your program will loop prompting for the count of stars in a constellation.  

If count is 1 or more, then your program will loop collecting information to draw the points 
for the stars in the constellation, and then loop collecting information to draw the edges in the 
constellation. Following this the program will again prompt for another count of stars for the 
next constellation. 

If the count of stars is less than or equal to 0, then the program will presume no more 
constellations should be drawn. Your program should print out a message to the user to let 
them know the program is complete. 

…after above example 
Enter Y/N to show/hide axis:X 
Enter Y/N to show/hide axis:Q 
Enter Y/N to show/hide axis:Y 
…program continues 



 

Example: 

You can expect user input to be the correct format. The user will enter integers for the size of 
the constellation drawing area (but not always >= 600). The user will enter string data for the 
choice of whether to draw the axis (but not always “Y” or “N”). The count of stars and edges 
will always be an integer. The (x,y) coordinates will always be floating point values and the 
magnitude will also be a floating point value. The constellations stars and edges might be 
outside the -1 to 1 range but you will ignore that user error. If these values are given in an 
improper type not listed above, the instructor/TA will expect your program to crash with a 
runtime error (So do not try to prevent this). Example, “a” for an integer/float input. 

The constellation edges will be drawn by cycling through the options red, yellow, green, blue, 
violet, and pink. Each new constellation will be a different one of these colours. Once all 6 
colours have been used, the next constellation will cycle back to use the first colour again. 

Completing this assignment will require the use of loops and if statements. You do not need to 
write your own Python functions to complete this assignment, although if you already know 
how to you may. If you choose to write your own functions you must use them properly, 
including thorough documentation that demonstrates to the TA how they work and that you 
understand their usage. TAs may request a demonstration of code that is beyond what students 
have been taught in tutorials at the point the assignment was completed. 

The following sections provides more in-depth information about completing this program. 

Part 1: Drawing the Axes 

We have already described that the program will need axes drawn (if the user chooses that 
option). Drawing both the axes and stars is an exercise in coordinate conversion. This will be an 
exercise discussed in tutorials.  

The constellation coordinate system used will have a (0,0) origin and will have values between 
negative 1 and positive 1).  

…after above example 
Input how many stars to plot for constellation (<=0 to exit):1 
Give star magnitude:1 
Give star x coordinate:1 
Give star y coordinate:1 
Input how many constellation edges to plot (<=0 to move to next constellation):1 
Give edge start x coordinate:1 
Give edge start y coordinate:1 
Give edge end x coordinate:1 
Give edge end y coordinate:1 
 
Input how many stars to plot for constellation (<=0 to exit):0 
Done plotting constellations 



 

You are drawing in a window that has a border of 25, and then a centre drawing area that is 
size by size in dimensions. The center of this window is then (25 + size/2, 25 + size/2) for both 
the x and y coordinate. Both axes will go from -1 to +1. The number of pixels per 1 unit in the 
star coordinate system will be size/2. For example if you move to (-1, 0) in the star coordinate 
system, you will be at (25, 25 + size/2), or (0,1) will be (25 + size/2, 25). Remember that +1 is up 
(“North”) in the star coordinate system but is a lower value in the pixel system of the window.  

The step size for the axis ticks will be 0.1. Please reference the picture of the axes in Part 1. 
Your set of axes should include a tick mark and a label for each unit (you can optionally omit the 
0s at the origin for a cleaner look). While it is possible to create the axes using a (long) sequence 
draw requests calls you must use loops appropriately (graded) to keep the total number of 
lines of code to a more reasonable amount. My ticks were 10 pixels in length and the labels 
were offset 15 pixels from the axes. 

Part 3/4 Drawing the Constellation 

Your program will draw constellations as long the user continues to give a number greater or 
equal to 1 as an answer to the program input question: 

count = int(input("Input how many stars to plot for constellation (<=0 to exit):")) 
As mentioned previously, if the answer is less than or equal to 0, then the program should not 
continue into the drawing loop and should print a message to inform the user that drawing is 
complete. 

Constellation drawing consists of two steps. First the stars are drawn and then edges for the 
constellation are drawn. You should focus on the first step and then move on to the second 
after the first is working. 

Part 3: Drawing the Stars 

When the drawing loop is entered you have a count of stars you want to draw. You will want 
to loop to get input for each of the stars. This can be done with either a for loop or a while 
loop. 

To draw a star the program needs 3 floating point input values. A magnitude, a x-coordinate, 
and a y-coordinate; in that order. The x and y coordinate can be expected to be input correctly 
as values between -1 and +1 and the magnitude will be a float value greater than -1.5 and less 
than or equal to 10.5. You do not need to check that the values are in valid range or of a valid 
type. Do not prompt the user to re-enter input if the input of is incorrect. The program should 
crash for this assignment if the user enters non float types. 

You will need to convert the x and y input coordinates to screen pixel location coordinates. 
Draw an ellipse to represent each star center over the (x,y) coordinate given. The size of the 
ellipse will be calculated from the entered magnitude as  



 

star_size = 13 / (star_magnitude + 2.5) 

Again, your tutorial will discuss the math required to change star coordinates into pixel 
coordinates for drawing, if you are struggling with the math for that. (Remember you can 
centre an ellipse on a coordinate by shifting the draw location by half the size). We will also 
change the color of the star based on its magnitude. The following calculation will produce a 
value in between 0 and 255  

star_color = (1 - ((star_magnitude + 1.5) / 12)) * 255 

which you can use to set a 3-value RBG color with 

setColor(star_color, star_color, star_color) 

Part 4: Drawing the Edges 

When the drawing of stars is complete you will need to prompt the user for the number of 
edges you want to draw. You will want to loop to get input for each one of these edges.  

To draw an edge you will need 4 input values. An (𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦) coordinate for the start of the edge 
and an (𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦) coordinate for the end of the edge. You will need to convert each coordinate into 
screen pixel location coordinates and then draw a line between them. The colour of this line 
will cycle between the 6 colours mentioned earlier (starting with red). Each constellation will 
have its edges drawn in one colour and the next constellation will cycle to the next colour. 

You can see below an example of 3 very basic constellations drawn on the screen.  

 



 

 This program draws constellations based on user-driven input. 
Choose an integer pixel size >= 600 for the constellation output:600 
Enter Y/N to show/hide axis:Y 
Input how many stars to plot for constellation (<=0 to exit):3 
Give star magnitude:1 
Give star x coordinate:0.25 
Give star y coordinate:0.25 
Give star magnitude:1 
Give star x coordinate:0.5 
Give star y coordinate:0.25 
Give star magnitude:1 
Give star x coordinate:0.25 
Give star y coordinate:0.5 
Input how many constellation edges to plot (<=0 to move to next constellation):2 
Give edge start x coordinate:0.5 
Give edge start y coordinate:0.25 
Give edge end x coordinate:0.25 
Give edge end y coordinate:0.25 
Give edge start x coordinate:0.25 
Give edge start y coordinate:0.5 
Give edge end x coordinate:0.25 
Give edge end y coordinate:0.25 
 
Input how many stars to plot for constellation (<=0 to exit):2 
Give star magnitude:1 
Give star x coordinate:-0.5 
Give star y coordinate:0.5 
Give star magnitude:1 
Give star x coordinate:-0.5 
Give star y coordinate:0.75 
Input how many constellation edges to plot (<=0 to move to next constellation):1 
Give edge start x coordinate:-0.5 
Give edge start y coordinate:0.5 
Give edge end x coordinate:-0.5 
Give edge end y coordinate:0.75 
 
Input how many stars to plot for constellation (<=0 to exit):2 
Give star magnitude:1 
Give star x coordinate:0.25 
Give star y coordinate:0.75 
Give star magnitude:1 
Give star x coordinate:-0.75 
Give star y coordinate:0.25 
Input how many constellation edges to plot (<=0 to move to next constellation):1 
Give edge start x coordinate:0.25 
Give edge start y coordinate:0.75 
Give edge end x coordinate:-0.75 
Give edge end y coordinate:0.25 
 
Input how many stars to plot for constellation (<=0 to exit):0 
Done plotting constellations 



 

Additional Specifications:  

Your program should follow good programming practices. Marks will be lost if the following 
specifications aren’t followed. 

• This includes using meaningful variable names, avoiding the use of magic numbers and 
including adequate comments. You should also ensure that you include a comment at 
the top of the file with your name, student number and a brief description of the 
purpose of your program.  

• Break and continue are generally considered bad form when learning to code. As a 
result, you are NOT allowed to use them when creating your solution to this assignment. 
In general, their use can be avoided by using a combination of if statements and writing 
better conditions on your while loops. 

• You do not need to perform any input error checking in your program for the wrong 
input types for constellation data. For stars may assume that the user will input x and y 
coordinates are between -1 and +1 and that the magnitude is valid.  

• Your program should cycle the 6 described colours in the order given starting with red. If 
more than six constellations are drawn, then your program should loop back to red and 
repeat the colors in sequence. Hint: You may find the remainder division operator 
helpful when fulfilling this requirement, and/or if statements. Your program should print 
a message when the draw loop ends when given a count of stars less than or equal to 
zero. 

There will be provided input files to help you check your program are regular input sequences 
without the work of retyping them in yourself over and over. 

For example, two example inputs you can use to quickly check your program include 
LittleDipper.txt and Constellations.txt on the course webpage. You can open one of these files 
and copy in the values to your program to test your output. 

It is also possible to push these files into your python program execution as if you were typing in 
the information by using the following in your shell/terminal. This will run your program but 
behave like the input file was being typed by you as input.   

python CPSC217W23A2-Name.py < LittleDipper.txt 

python CPSC217W23A2-Name.py < Constellations.txt 

It is also possible to achieve this in Pycharm in your run configuration options 

 

 



 

LittleDipper.txt should look as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Constellations.txt should look as follows: 

 

You will likely find yourself retyping the same input repeated times while creating your 
program. You can make similar files to LittleDipper.txt to make it easier to test while creating 
your assignment. 

Submit the following using the Assignment 2 Dropbox in D2L: 

1. CPSC217W23A2-Name.py 

 



 

Grading:  

This assignment will be graded on a combination of functionality and style. A base grade will be 
determined from the general level of functionality of the program (Does it plot stars 
successfully? Does it plot multiple edges successfully? Does it draw the axes correctly? Is the 
constellation connected properly?).  

The base grade will be recorded as a mark out of 12. 

Style will be graded on a subtractive scale from 0 to -3. For example, an assignment which 
receives a base grade of 12 (A) because it generates perfect output but has several stylistic 
problems such as magic numbers and missing comments resulting in a -2 adjustment will 
receive an overall grade of 10 (B+).  

Examples of magic numbers that should be constants at the top of your program include: the 
width/height of the screen, the pixel to screen ratio, the min/max lengths of the axes and the 
step size for tick/label drawing. Values such as offsets for your labels may not need to be 
converted into constants, however if you find yourself repeating a specific number (even an 
offset) because its performing the same purpose in your code multiple times, then replacing it 
with a named constant makes for better code and better grade.  

The total mark achieved for the assignment will be translated to a letter grade using the 
following table:  

Mark Letter Base Grade summaries 
12 A Fully correct (pre penalties) 
11 A-  
10 B+  
9 B Axes and one of stars/edges 
8 B-  
7 C+  
6 C Axes + attempt at constellations 
5 C- Axes + 2 inputs 
4 D+ Axes + 1 input 
3 D Only axes 

0-2 F  
 

Bonus 

Looking for an A+? Improve the program so that stars and constellations can be named if 
desired. Constellation names will be entered after the last edge is drawn for that constellation. 
Star names will be entered after the magnitude, x, and y are collected for each star. 



 

Star names should be put close by the star. There is an align feature for text that can be used to 
help with this. Constellation names should be put approximately in the top center of an 
imaginary box that surrounds all the stars in the constellation. Users of the program should be 
able choose options in your program to show the star names, the constellation names, and the 
box dimensions that was used to center the label of the constellation. Use additional Y/N 
questions after the axis show/hide question for each of these 3. Use a different colour that can 
be seen easily for the box (orange) to differentiate this box from constellations/stars/axes. (Hint 
for this is you will need to track the largest and smallest x and y coordinates entered for a 
constellation. You can use those 4 values to draw a box around the constellation.) 

If you use the ConstellationsOnlyBonus.txt file you should get output similar to the following 
with and without the box drawn around the constellations: 

 

 



 

 


